SONG SUNG BLUE

[C/] ... THIS IS NOT A [C/] SAD [C/] SONG,
... A [C/] SAD [C/] SONG ...
TO [C/] SING WHEN [C/] YOU'RE A-[G/]-LONE ...
[C/] ... IN ITS WAY A [C/] GLAD [C/] SONG -
YES A [C/] GLAD [C/] SONG, ...
WITH A [C/] SIMPLE TUNE THAT
[C/] SIMPLY SEEMS TO MAKE YOU
[C/] FEEL GOOD WHEN YOU [G/] SING ... A-[C]-LONG

[C] SONG SUNG BLUE, EVERYBODY [G] KNOWS ONE
[G7] SONG SUNG BLUE, EVERY GARDEN [C] GROWS ONE

[C7] ME AND YOU ARE SUBJECT TO
THE [F] BLUES NOW AND THEN
[G] BUT WHEN YOU TAKE THE BLUES AND MAKE A SONG
GOOD LORD, YOU SING THEM [C] OUT AGAIN
COME SING THEM [Dm] OUT AGAIN [G7]

[G7] SONG SUNG BLUE, SLEEPING ON MY [C] PILLOW
[C7] FUNNY THING,
BUT YOU CAN SING IT WITH A [F] CRY IN YOUR VOICE
[G] BEFORE YOU KNOW IT START TO FEELING GOOD
YOU SIMPLY [C] GOT NO CHOICE

[C] BOM BOM BOM, DEE-DEE-DIDDLE [G] DOO DEE

{ TALKING BIT: JUST PLAY [C] }

[C] SONG SUNG BLUE, EVERYBODY [G] KNOWS ONE
[G7] SONG SUNG BLUE, EVERY GARDEN [C] GROWS ONE
"SECOND VERSE ..."
[G7] SONG SUNG BLUE, SLEEPING ON MY [C] PILLOW
"OK EVERYBODY NOW ...."
[C] SONG SUNG BLUE, EVERYBODY [G] KNOWS ONE
[G7] SONG SUNG BLUE, EVERY GARDEN [C] GROWS ONE

[C7] FUNNY THING,
BUT YOU CAN SING IT WITH A [F] CRY IN YOUR VOICE
[G] BEFORE YOU KNOW IT START TO FEELING GOOD ...
[C] SONG SUNG BLUE, EVERY-[G]-BODY KNOWS ONE
[G] SONG SUNG BLUE, EVERY GARDEN [C] GROWS ONE [C]
[C7] FUNNY THING,
BUT YOU CAN SING IT WITH A [F] CRY IN YOUR VOICE ...
[G// / ] [G// / ] [G7// / ][G7// / ] [C/]